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ABSTRACT: Most researchers focus on the collision of a single droplet with a
solid surface, while it is common for a droplet to collide with a sessile droplet on a
solid surface in reality. This study performed the head-on collision of two
nanodroplets on a solid surface using the molecular dynamics simulation method.
The effects of impact velocity, interaction intensity between solid and liquid atoms,
and the solid fraction of the surface on the collision process are studied with
independent simulation cases. The maximum spreading factor and the
dimensionless maximum spreading time are recorded and calculated to describe
the collision process quantitatively. The simulation results indicate that the
maximum spreading factor depends more on the solid fraction than the interaction
intensity since it does not fundamentally change the wetting state of the droplet at
its maximum spreading state. Because of two different effects, the maximum
dimensionless spreading time decreases first and then increases with the interaction
intensity, and both effects weaken with the increase of impact velocity. As the solid fraction increases, the maximum spreading factor
increases significantly at high impact velocity, and the maximum dimensionless spreading time first decreases and then increases
because the wetting state of the coalescent droplet at the maximum spreading moment gradually changes from the Wenzel state to
the Cassie state. In general, the initial wetting state of the sessile droplet and the wetting state of the coalescent droplet at the
maximum spreading moment have important effects on the maximum spreading factor and the maximum spreading time. We
establish a theoretical prediction model for the maximum spreading factor on a smooth surface based on energy conservation with
quite good accuracy. This research has improved our understanding of the head-on collision process of two nanodroplets on a solid
surface.

■ INTRODUCTION
The collision of droplets is a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature
and industrial applications. It is of great significance to explore
and understand the rules and influencing factors of the droplet
collision process for the development of surface self-
cleaning,1−6 inkjet printing,7 enhanced droplet condensation,8

and anti-icing.9−11 At present, researchers are very concerned
about the collision process between droplets and a solid
surface at the micro/nanoscale. In general, there are two
research lines to study droplet collision.
For a droplet colliding with the solid surface, a wide range of

experiments12−20 and simulations21−27 show that the rough-
ness and the wettability of the surface have an important
influence on the spreading and retraction of colliding droplets.
The colliding droplets show a variety of interesting scenarios,
including deposition, prompt splash, coronal splash, receding
breakup, partial rebound, and complete rebound. The
parameters used in the literature to describe the collision
process include the maximum spreading factor βmax (βmax =
Dmax/D0, where Dmax denotes the maximum spreading
diameter and D0 denotes the initial diameter), the maximum
spreading time τmax (the time from the start of collision to the
maximum spreading state), the Weber number (We = ρD0V0

2/

σ), and the Reynolds number (Re = ρD0V0/μ). Some
theoretical models17−19,28,29 were given to predict βmax using
energy conservation at the macroscale. Because of the time and
space scale limitations involved, it is difficult to conduct
research through routine experiments due to problems related
to nanodroplets, and the molecular dynamics simulation
method has attracted the attention of researchers.26,27,30−32

Li et al.33,34 investigated the collision of an Ar nanodroplet
with the smooth surface and analyzed the mechanism of
breakup in the nanoscale using the MD simulation method,
and a theoretical model of the maximum spreading factor was
given to improve accuracy for nanodroplets. Gao et al.35

studied the dynamic behavior of a nanodroplet colliding with
rough surfaces, which had various physicochemical properties
and revised the previous model. Their models have a good
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match with the simulation results. Therefore, it is believed that
the molecular dynamics simulation is a powerful and effective
method for studying the collision process of nanodroplets.
The droplets colliding with another liquid body such as a

droplet, bath, or film is another research line. Rayleigh
pioneered the work, which reported a collision between two
droplet streams.36 For collisions between double droplets, the
impact parameter B = X/R is an important factor in collision
behavior, where X is the distance between the centroid of two
droplets in the direction perpendicular to the relative velocity
and R is the droplet radius. Wang et al.37 conducted an
experimental study on the head-on collision of one droplet
with another sessile droplet on the PDMS substrate, which
shows four different phenomena. Head-on collision means that
the impact parameter B is equal to 0. Graham et al.38

investigated the off-center collision process of two droplets on
a solid surface by both experimental and numerical methods
and gave a model to predict the maximum spreading length.
For the collision process of nanodroplets, it is unclear whether
macro phenomena exist and whether the previous theoretical
models are applicable, which needs further study.
In this work, we consider the cases where a water

nanodroplet collides with another sessile water nanodroplet
on a solid surface with various properties. Compared with the
collision of a single droplet directly with the wall, the situation
studied in this paper is more common because droplets
generally tend to appear together in a group. However, there
are relatively few studies on the nanoscale two droplet
collisions. This study will help us find the mechanism of
collision between multiple nanodroplets and the solid wall and
provide theoretical guidance for the development of nano-
inkjet printing and other technologies. Some parameters were
recorded and calculated to describe the collision process,
including the dimensionless maximum spreading time τmax* and
the maximum spreading factor βmax. Our study on the collision
of two nanodroplets is divided into two parts to analyze the
effects of different factors. One is to study the effect of impact
velocities by keeping the surface fixed. The other is to study
the effect of surface properties including the interaction
intensity and the solid fraction. In addition, we provide a
prediction model of the maximum spreading factor based on
energy conservation. The values calculated by this model are in
good agreement with the values obtained from the simulation,
especially in the range of high impact velocities.

■ MODELS AND METHODS
All simulations were performed by the large-scale atomic/molecular
massively parallel simulator package(LAMMPS)39 and visualized by
the Open Visualization Tool (OVITO).40 The simulation system
consists of two equal-sized spherical droplets composed of water
molecules and a solid substrate composed of copper-like atoms. Both
water molecules and copper-like atoms are arranged by a face-
centered cubic structure to initialize the physical model. In the
simulations of this paper, the system temperature is set to 298 K. The
main physical parameters of the droplet at this temperature include
the mass density ρ = 997.07 kg/m3, surface tension σ = 71.99 mN/m,
and viscosity coefficient μ = 0.8937 mPa·s.

Physical Model. To investigate the collision process of two
nanodroplets on the solid substrate, this paper constructs the physical
model shown in Figure 1. The size of the simulation box is 174 Å ×
174 Å × 230 Å. Two droplets with a diameter of approximately 75.8 Å
consist of 15 226 water molecules in total. Different rough surfaces are
constructed by changing the square column structure size parameters,
including the square column length W, spacing side length S, and
square column height H. The specific values of the parameters of
different surfaces used in this study are shown in Table 1. The
calculation formula of the solid fraction is ϕs = W2/(W + S)2.

Simulation Details. In this paper, the TIP4P model is used to
describe water molecules in the MD simulation. The model’s
interaction sites include one oxygen atom, two hydrogen atoms,
and a massless virtual charge point. The specific parameters of the
model are shown in Table 2. Through this model, the potential
function between water molecules can be expressed as
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In this formula, the first term is van der Waals interaction
represented by the 12-6 type LJ (Lennard-Jones) potential function,
the second term is the long-range Coulomb interaction described by
the Coulomb potential function, i and j denote different water
molecules, a and b denote different sites of interaction in a water
molecule, 1 represents the oxygen atom, 2 represents the hydrogen

Figure 1. Initial model used in the simulation: (a) front view, (b) top view, and (c) oblique view. To distinguish between different atom types,
copper-like atoms are in brown, atoms of the upper droplet are in blue, and atoms of the lower droplet are in green.

Table 1. Physical Parameters of Different Models

model 1 2 3 4 5

W (Å) 18.08 21.69 25.31 28.92
S (Å) 25.31 21.69 18.08 14.46
H (Å) 18.08 18.08 18.08 18.08
ϕs (%) 17.36 25 34.03 44.44 100
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atom, 3 represents the virtual point, εOO denotes the interaction
energy well depth, σOO denotes the distance where the value of the LJ
potential is equal to zero, and ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity. In
the TIP4P model, only van der Waals interaction between oxygen
atoms participates in the calculation, and the stretching and bending
bonded interactions are represented by the harmonic style.
The embedded-atom method (EAM) potential is used to calculate

the interaction between copper-like atoms in the solid substrate.
Substrates with different hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties are
generated by changing the potential function parameter εS−O, which is
calculated by the following Lorentz−Berthelot mixing rules

ij i jε ε ε= (2)

( )/2ij i jσ σ σ= + (3)

where i and j denote different atom types. Between copper-like atoms
and oxygen atoms, there is only van der Waals interaction, which is
represented using the 12-6 type LJ potential function. The interaction
intensity f is defined as the ratio between solid−water and water−
water potential coefficients

f /S O O Oε ε= − − (4)

The small value of εS−O allows the solid surface composed of
copper-like atoms to exhibit a lower surface energy characteristic,
which in turn gives the droplet a large contact angle on the solid
surface.
In simulations, periodic boundary conditions are used in the

horizontal direction of the simulation box, while fixed conditions and
mirror reflection conditions are applied simultaneously to the upper
and lower boundaries of the vertical direction. Newton’s equation of
motion is solved by the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of
1.0 fs. A cutoff distance of 10 Å is used in the calculation of van der
Waals interaction, and the long-range Coulomb interaction is
calculated by the particle−particle−particle−mesh (PPPM) method
with a Coulombic cutoff distance of 12 Å. The SHAKE algorithm is
used to keep the hydrogen−oxygen bond length and the hydrogen−
oxygen−hydrogen bond angle in water molecules fixed.
To reduce the time of calculation, the droplets were initialized into

a spherical shape. The entire simulation process can be divided into
two steps: (1) The first step is to bring the simulation system into
equilibrium. Specifically, two spherical droplets are maintained at 298
K in the NVT ensemble with a Nose−́Hoover thermostat, and the
solid substrate is also maintained at 298 K with the NVE ensemble
and a Langevin thermostat. (2) In the second step, after the system
reaches equilibrium, the Nose−́Hoover thermostat is removed, and
the NVE ensemble is used for the total system. The upper droplet is
given a downward centroid velocity, which causes the two droplets to
collide.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model Verification. The density and the radial distribu-

tion functions, g(O−O), g(O−H), and g(H−H) of a pure
water system are calculated and compared with experimental
data to verify the model parameters used in the simulation and
the correctness of program settings. The verification simulation
is performed with a cubic simulation box that applies periodic
boundary conditions in each dimension. The system is
controlled to a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 1
atm with the NPT ensemble.

The calculated density of this pure water system is about
0.9898 g/cm3, while the experimental density of water at 298 K
and 1 atm is about 0.9970 g/cm3, with an error of about 0.72%.
As shown in Figure 2, the radial distribution function values

calculated in this paper are in good agreement with the
experimental values of Soper et al.41,42 These results indicate
that the model parameters and simulation process program
settings adopted in this paper are relatively reliable. This lays
the foundation for our follow-up research.

Effects of Velocity on the Two Droplet Collision
Process. By varying the impact velocities, we establish five
independent cases to study the effects of different velocities on
the collision process. The details are shown in Table 3,
including the impact velocity, the Reynolds number Re, and
the Weber number We. All five cases have the same model and

Table 2. Parameters of the TIP4P Modela

qH (e) qO (e) qM (e) ε (kJ/mol) σ (Å) rOH (Å) rOM (Å) θHOH (deg)

TIP4P +0.5242 0.0 −1.0484 0.6813 3.16435 0.9572 0.125 104.52
aqHcharge on the hydrogen atom; qOcharge on the oxygen atom; qMcharge on the virtual point; ε,σLennard-Jones parameters; rOHOH
bond length; rOMthe distance of the virtual point from the oxygen atom; and θHOHHOH bond angle.

Figure 2. Radial distribution functions g(O−O), g(O−H), and g(H−
H) of water. O denotes the oxygen atom and H denotes the hydrogen
atom.

Table 3. Dimensionless Parameters Corresponding to
Different Impact Velocities

V0 (Å/ps) 3 4 5 6 7

Re 2.54 3.38 4.23 5.07 5.92
We 9.45 16.80 26.25 37.79 51.44
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parameters except the impact velocity. The sequential
snapshots of the collision process for interaction intensity f =
0.6 are shown in Figure 3. Compared with the direct collision

of a droplet with the solid substrate, the situation studied in
this paper has the collision and coalescence process between
two droplets. Because the effect of air molecules can be
ignored at this scale, a variety of phenomena in the macro-
experimental research, including complete rebound and partial
rebound with conglutination,37 do not appear here. The
collision process is divided into two stages: (i) In the
coalescence and spreading stage, the upper droplet collides
with the sessile droplet and two droplets coalesce directly.
Meanwhile, the sessile droplet spreads out and penetrates into

the structural gap of the substrate due to the action of inertial
force. During the process of droplet deformation, a part of
collision kinetic energy is converted into surface energy, and
the other part is converted into internal energy due to viscous
dissipation. (ii) In the retraction stage, the droplet that has
become integrated retracts under the action of surface tension
after reaching the maximum spreading state. When the
interaction is strong enough, it is also possible that the
coalescent droplets will not retract after spreading out, which is
given in the follow-up research content.
To quantify the effects of impact velocity for the collision

process, some crucial parameters are calculated and recorded.
Since there is an initial distance between two droplets, the start
moment tstart is defined as the moment when the centroidal
velocity of the top droplet is less than V0. Theoretically, the
moment with the lowest droplet centroid height can be used as
the maximum spreading moment, but we found that this could
lead to miscalculation in practice, especially on surfaces with
high interaction intensity. Refer to the method of Liu et al.,44

the maximum spreading moment tmax is defined as the moment
when there are most oxygen atoms under the contact layer and
we can get the maximum spreading time τ = tmax − tstart. The
specific solution process is given in Section 1 of the Supporting
Information. The parameters at different impact velocities are
obtained by the same method. To obtain the spreading
diameter of a droplet, the average density distribution shown in
Figure 4a is calculated in a cylindrical coordinate system with
the Z-axis passing through the centroid of the droplet and
perpendicular to the surface.24,43 The points near a density of
0.5 g/cm3 are selected to determine the boundary, and the
average diameter of the contact layer between the droplet and
the upper surface of the solid is the spreading diameter (Ds) at
this moment. Figure 4b shows the time evolution of the
spreading factor β at different impact velocities. The variation
process of β increasing initially and decreasing afterward
corresponds to the two stages of droplet spreading and
retraction. We can find that the subsequent value of β is almost
constant at low impact velocity, which shows that the
coalescent droplet is finally stable on the solid surface. But
for high impact velocity, the value of β continuously decreases,
which means that the coalescent droplet tends to detach from
the surface and even bounces.
In addition, under the same surface and interaction intensity

(model 1, f = 0.6), the relationship between the maximum
speed factor βmax and the dimensionless maximum spread time

Figure 3. Snapshots of the collision processes of different impact
velocities for interaction intensity f = 0.6 are shown at five moments.
(a)−(e) Cases with impact velocities of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 Å/ps,
respectively. The direction of the impact velocity is vertically
downward.

Figure 4. (a) Contour map of the average density distribution inside the coalescent droplet in circular cylindrical coordinates. The dotted line
denotes the solid surface and the points within the circle represent the droplet boundaries at the contact layer. (b) Time evolution of the spreading
factor β of the droplet at different impact velocities.
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τmax* and the Reynolds number is shown in Figure 5. The laws
related to the Reynolds number or Weber number are

equivalent since the Ohnesorge number Oh We Re/= only
depends on the physical properties of the droplet and it is a
fixed value in this study. Therefore, in the following discussion,
we only choose the Reynolds number, and βmax is obtained by
calculating the spreading factor at the maximum spreading
moment tmax. Previous studies45,46 have defined an inertial

capillary time D /80 0
3τ ρ σ= that is only related to the

physical properties of the droplet. To compare and eliminate
the influence of size, we define the dimensionless maximum
spreading time τmax* = τmax/τ0. The results indicate that βmax

increases as a power function trend with the Reynolds number,
while τmax* decreases as a power function trend with the
Reynolds number. This is the same as the results in the
previous literature,16,19 namely, βmax scales with Rea and τmax*

Figure 5. (a) Relationship between the maximum spreading factor βmax and the Reynolds number in the log−log coordinate. (b) The relationship
between the dimensionless maximum spread time τmax* and the Reynolds number in the log−log coordinate.

Figure 6. Collision process on model 1 with different f values. (a) The variation of βmax versus the Reynolds number and interaction intensity f. (b)
The variation of τmax* versus the Reynolds number and interaction intensity f. The half-filled mark indicates that the droplet did not reach its
maximum spreading state during the collision. (c) The initial wetting state of the sessile droplet. (d) The maximum spreading state for V0 = 3 Å/ps.
(e) The maximum spreading state for V0 = 7 Å/ps.
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scales with Web from a simplified perspective. It indicates that
the droplet spreading process follows a similar rule at the
macroscopic and nanometer scales.
Effects of Surface Properties. The properties of a surface

are mainly determined by two aspects, including the character-
istics of nanostructures and the interaction intensity f. To study
their respective effects on the head-on collision of double
droplets, we first simulated the cases of model 1 with five
different interaction intensities f, varying from 0.6 to 1.4. The
variations of βmax and τmax* in different cases are shown in
Figure 6. For different f values, the value of βmax is very close
under the same Reynolds number, which means that the
interaction intensity has less effect on the maximum spreading
factor, especially in the range of larger impact velocity. As
shown in Figure 6d,e, the spreading diameter on surfaces with
different f values and the wetting state in the maximum
spreading are approximately the same. This phenomenon
occurs because most of the water molecules and surface atoms
are close to each other in the coalescing and spreading stage,
which shows the attraction effect. The interaction between
these atoms consumes less kinetic energy of the collision, so
the size of f has a relatively lesser influence on the maximum
spreading factor. In addition, we found that for interaction
intensity f = 1.4, the droplet may not reach the maximum
spreading state during the collision process, which is shown as
half-filled marks in Figure 6a,b. As shown in Figure 7a, when
the impact velocity is 3−5 Å/ps, the maximum spreading factor
of the droplet in the collision process is the same as that in the
stable wetting state. It indicates that the droplet does not
retract after spreading, and this is a special phenomenon when
two droplets collide at a low velocity on a solid surface with
strong interaction intensity. For V0 = 3 Å/ps, such a change in

the spreading factor curve is due to the droplet’s movement on
the surface, and the spreading factor in the stable state is
basically the same as that in the collision spreading state. As
shown in Figure 7b,c, comparing the stable spreading state
with the maximum spreading state, droplet retraction is
obvious at high impact velocity but not at low impact velocity.
For the maximum dimensionless spreading time τmax* , we find

that the situation is different from βmax. In Figure 6b, it is
observed that when f ≤ 1.0, the value of τmax* decreases with the
increase of f, but as the impact velocity increases, the extent of
reduction becomes smaller and finally appears as a straight line,
that is, the value of τmax* does not change with f at high impact
velocity. Meanwhile, τmax* increases with the interaction
intensity f when f ≥ 1.0, and with the increase of collision
velocity, the amplitude decreases. As shown in Figure 6, with
the increase of interaction intensity, the wetting state of the
sessile droplet changes from the Cassie state to the Wenzel
state. This indicates that when f is less than 1.0, compared with
the Cassie state, the sessile droplet in the Wenzel state is
beneficial to reduce the time to reach the maximum spreading
state. When f continues to increase after 1.0, although the
sessile droplets are all in the Wenzel state, the strong solid−
liquid interaction increases the time to reach the maximum
spreading state. After analyzing the snapshots of the collision
process, we find that in the cases of low impact velocity, the
maximum spreading state of the droplet is mostly located
outside the structural gap, showing a spherical shape, while at
high impact velocity, it is in the shape of a pancake, mostly
immersed in the structure gaps. This indicates that the wetting
state of the droplet has an important effect on the maximum
spreading time, especially at low impact velocity.

Figure 7. (a) Time evolution of the spreading factor β of the droplet at different impact velocities with interaction intensity f = 1.4 on model 1. (b)
The maximum spreading state. (c) The stable spreading state.
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To study the effects of surface structure characteristics on
the collision process, we simulate the head-on collision process
of two droplets on five different models (Table 1) by keeping
interaction intensity f = 0.6. Figure 8a shows the maximum
spreading factor βmax under different solid fractions and
Reynolds numbers. In general, at low impact velocity, βmax is
basically a constant value on different solid fraction surfaces. As
the impact velocity increases, the increasing trend of βmax with
the solid fraction is more pronounced. Snapshots of the
collision process show that the presence of a sessile droplet
made it easier for the coalescent droplet to deform on its own
rather than spread out on the surface at low impact velocity, so
βmax is basically the same. The droplet spreads out sufficiently
to show the effect of the surface structure in the range of high
impact velocity. On the surface with a large solid fraction, the
maximum spreading droplet is in the P−W state or even the
Cassie state, which is beneficial to increase the maximum
spreading factor. The relation between the dimensionless
maximum spreading time τmax* and the Reynolds number on
different solid fraction surfaces is shown in Figure 8b. As the
solid fraction increases, τmax* first decreases and then increases.
The value of τmax* on the smallest solid fraction surface and the
smooth surface are located at both ends of a similar V-shaped
curve. As shown in Figure 8, for the same impact velocity, from
model 1 to model 3, the maximum spreading state of the
coalescent droplet is in the Wenzel state, but the part of the
droplet in the structural gap decreases gradually, which reduces
the time to reach the maximum spreading. From model 3 to
model 4, the maximum spreading state changes from the

Wenzel state to the P−W state, and with the further increase of
the solid fraction, it can be predicted that the maximum
spreading state will eventually be the Cassie state. For the case
where the maximum spreading state is the Wenzel state, the
smaller the solid fraction, the more the droplets are immersed
in the structural gap, the more obvious the blocking effect on
the spreading of the droplets, and the longer the maximum
spreading time. For the case where the maximum spreading
state is the P−W or Cassie state, the larger the solid fraction,
the larger the spreading range of the droplet on a solid surface,
which will also lead to the increase of the maximum spreading
time.

Theoretical Prediction of βmax on Model 5. By referring
to the method used in the collision process of a single droplet
with the surface, we give a theoretical prediction of the
maximum spreading factor βmax of the collision process of two
droplets on a smooth surface in model 5. The main idea is the
conservation of energy in different states. The initial state
energy of the upper droplet includes the kinetic energy Ek1 =
πρD0

3V0
2/12 and the surface energy Es1 = πD0

2σ. The initial
kinetic energy of the sessile droplet is Ek2 = 0. Assuming that
the contact angle between the sessile droplet and the surface is
θ, according to the conservation of volume, we can get the
relationship between the wetting diameter of the sessile droplet
D and the initial diameter D0 on the hydrophobic surface.

D A D0= · (5)

Figure 8. Collision process on different models with f = 0.6. (a) The variation of βmax versus the Reynolds number and the solid fraction. (b) The
variation of τmax* versus the Reynolds number and the solid fraction. (c) The initial wetting state of a sessile droplet. (d) The maximum spreading
state for V0 = 3 Å/ps. (e) The maximum spreading state for V0 = 7 Å/ps.
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So, we can get Es2 = πD0
2σ(1 − cos θ)A2/2. In the maximum

spreading state, we suppose the droplet is a cylinder with a
bottom diameter of Dmax and a height of H, which can be
calculated with volume conservation.
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It is very important to determine the viscous dissipation
during droplet spreading. Here, we adopt the method
proposed by Li et al.34 in 2015. The dissipation energy during
the collision process is calculated by
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where tstart and tmax are the start moment and the maximum
spreading moment of the collision process, Ω is the
characteristic volume for viscous dissipation, and h is the
characteristic height during the spreading process. Assuming
the relationship between h and t is dh/dt = −V0, and the

boundary conditions are h A A(2 cos )D
2

0 θ= + − in tstart
and h = H in tmax. Combining the above equations we can get
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In the maximum spreading state of the droplet, the kinetic
energy is Ek = 0 and the surface energy Es = (πDmax

2 /4 +
πDmaxH)σ. The change of interfacial energy between the
droplet and the solid surface is ignored. According to the
energy conservation equation: Ek1 + Ek2 + Es1 + Es2 = Ek + Es +
Ev, we can get
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where θ is the initial contact angle of the droplet, and A is the
diameter increase coefficient after the initial droplet spreads on
the surface, which is shown in eq 6. Substituting the
corresponding parameters of different impacting velocities
into eq 12 and solving it, we can get theoretical maximum
spreading factors. The parameters of different impacting
velocities on model 5 with interaction intensity f = 0.6 are
shown in Table 4.
Figure 9 shows the variation of βmax versus the Reynolds

number in different theoretical models. Compared to the
previous model for a single nanodroplet impacting the surface,
our theoretical predictions of βmax are in good agreement with

the MD results, which means that the head-on collision
process of two nanodroplets needs a unique prediction model.
In this paper, we just make a theoretical prediction of the
process on a smooth surface, and the collision process on a
complex rough structure surface needs further study.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A head-on collision process of two nanodroplets on a solid
surface was studied using the molecular dynamics simulation
method. The maximum spreading factor βmax and the
dimensionless maximum spreading time τmax* were calculated
and analyzed to describe the collision process. The MD
simulation results on the same surface show that βmax increases
as a power function trend with the Reynolds number, while
τmax* decreases as a power function trend with the Reynolds
number, which is consistent with macroscopic experimental
results. In addition, we find that among the two factors that
affect the properties of the nanoscale surface, the interaction
intensity f has less effect on βmax since it does not
fundamentally change the wetting state of the droplet at its
maximum spreading state. When f ≤ 1.0, it reduces the
maximum dimensionless spreading time τmax* by changing the
initial wetting state of the sessile droplet, and when f ≥ 1.0, it
enlarges τmax* by enhancing the wettability between the droplet
and structure gaps, while the initial wetting state of the sessile
droplet is the same. With the increase of impact velocity, both

Table 4. Parameters of Different Impacting Velocities on
Model 5 with Interaction Intensity f = 0.6a

V0 (Å/ps) 3 4 5 6 7

Re 2.54 3.38 4.23 5.07 5.92
initial contact angle θ (deg) 131 131 131 131 131
spreading contact angle θs
(deg)

146 141 143 140 151

maximum spreading factor
βmax

1.204 1.362 1.526 1.640 1.751

theoretical prediction 1.425 1.480 1.548 1.619 1.692
absolute relative errors (%) 18.3 8.7 1.4 1.3 3.3
aThe initial contact angle is the contact of the sessile droplet. The
spreading contact angle is the contact angle of the droplet in the
maximum spreading state, which is used in the modified model of Li
et al.34

Figure 9. Comparison of βmax among the MD results, theoretical
predictions, and previous models.
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the effects of the interaction intensity f decrease. For different
surface structure models, the simulation results indicate that
βmax is basically a constant value on different solid fraction
surfaces at low impact velocity. As the impact velocity
increases, the increasing trend of βmax with the solid fraction
is more pronounced since the droplet can be fully spread at
this time. As the solid fraction increases, τmax* first decreases and
then increases. The maximum spreading state of the coalescent
droplet from the Wenzel state to the Cassie state is beneficial
to decrease τmax* , but the increase of the solid fraction after
reaching the Cassie state will increase βmax and τmax* . This shows
that adjusting interaction intensity and the solid fraction to
make the sessile droplet approach the Wenzel state and the
coalescent droplet approach the Cassie state might make the
collision process of the double droplet achieve greater
spreading in a shorter time. At last, we established a theoretical
model to predict βmax of a head-on collision of two
nanodroplets on a smooth surface, which shows good accuracy,
especially in the range of high impact velocity.
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